
Who is the man behind the name Anjin Miura? 
William Adams was a British navigation officer who prospered during the Tokugawa Shogunate in the early Edo period. He 

built the first western-style sailing vessel constructed in Japan, the San Buena Ventura, in the port of Ito in Shizuoka 

prefecture. Ieyasu Tokugawa recognized him for the achievement and gave him the Japanese name of “Anjin”, meaning 

“pilot*”. The inn, which is built in front of Anjin Memorial Park, also borrows his name. 

*”Pilot” once meant a marine specialist who acted as a traffic controller, guiding boats through busy ports quickly and 

efficiently. 

 
 
 
 

Opening April 13, 2017 
A Hot Spring Inn Enchanted with Old-World Nautical Ambiance 

Hoshino Resorts KAI Anjin 
(Ito Hot Spring, Shizuoka Prefecture, Japan) 

On Thursday April 13th, 2017, Hoshino Resorts KAI Anjin will open in Ito, Shizuoka. Hoshino Resorts KAI locations, 

Japan’s first hot spring ryokan brand, can be found all across the country. The new KAI Anjin will sport eight floors 

with 45 guest rooms. It will be the second KAI location in Ito and the 14th overall. The waterfront hot spring inn 

boasts a magnificent ocean view and numerous nautical-themed works of art for customers to enjoy while relaxing 

in the hot spring baths. 

San Buena Deck 

KAI Anjin sits on the water’s edge in the city of Ito, where the first western-style sailboat in Japan was built. The inn 

sports nautical and sailing-themed decorations, such as oars and marine lanterns, throughout the lobby and in 

each guest room. There are also numerous works of art incorporating nautical antiques. The eighth floor San 

Buena Deck is built to resemble an actual ship’s deck, and provides guests a beautiful space to relax and enjoy the 

gorgeous ocean view, from sunup to sundown. 

Lobby Lounge 

Interior Design by Super Potato 
We went to Super Potato, a well-

established commercial building designer, 

for the interior design. Super Potato (Pres. 

Takashi Sugimoto) was founded as an 

interior design firm in 1973. It has been 

responsible for the comprehensive 

production of numerous bars, restaurants, 

and hotels all across Japan and around 

the world. The interior of KAI Anjin is a 

tranquil space, full of art dedicated to the 

sea and ocean voyages. 
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Meals: Japanese with the essence of the UK 

The flavor is Izu is injected with the essence of Anjin Miura’s 

homeland, the UK. 

Taste the signature flavors of Ito in our “Japanese Fish ‘n 

Chips,” or the three-tiered high tea tree tray. Then dive into a 

fresh fish and citrus dish, roasted under a paper lid. And in the 

summer, enjoy a fireworks show from your semi-private dining 

room. 

KAI Activity: The Blue-Eyed Samurai’s Journey 

Through a special regional program called “KAI Activities,” 

guests can experience the local culture at no cost. “The Blue-

Eyed Samurai’s Journey” tells the tale of Anjin Miura, from his 

arrival in Japan to the construction of his Japanese-made 

western-style sailing vessel.  Listeners are sure to be 

captivated by the boat pilot’s tale; one of an exciting journey 

across the vast oceans during the Age of Exploration. 

* KAI Activity : “The Blue-Eyed Samurai’s Journey” 
(Daily, Free, program subject to vary by season) 

For questions about this press release contact Hoshino Resorts PR at: 
 E-mail:global@hoshinoresort.com 

Guest Rooms: Each room has an ocean view and 

nautical artwork, taking you to “Anjin’s Port” 

KAI resorts blend the local culture into every guest room. At 

KAI Anjin, you’ll find lots of oars, marine lanterns, and other 

nautical items turned into works of art, evoking the romance 
of the sea.  Suite also comes with record players and 

records for those seeking a more analog evening. All rooms 

have a separate living area with a sofa, and a sleeping space 

featuring KAI’s original luxury matrasses. 

Hot Spring: An outdoor bath with an ocean view of 

the moonrise 

The grand outdoor bath overlooks the vast Pacific ocean. 

Both the men’s and women’s areas feature granite indoor 

baths, and stone outdoor baths cooled by the sea breeze. 

Beautiful, dynamic scenery awaits at every hour of the day, 

from the sky gradations of the sunrise, to the moonlit path 

(The Moon Road) reflecting off the water at night.  After 

bathing, stay on the top floor and cool off on the San Buena 

Deck. Named after Anjin Miura’s ship, this open observation 

area is designed to replicate an actual ship’s deck. Grand Bath 
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Hoshino Resorts KAI Anjin (Ito Hot Spring, Shizuoka Prefecture, Japan) 

5-12 Nagisa-cho, Ito-shi, Shizuoka Prefecture, 414-0023  

Reservations: +81-(0)50-3786-1144 

Website: http://www.hoshinoresorts.com/en/resortsandhotels/kai/anjin.html 

Directions: 3 minute drive or 15 minute walk from Ito Station on the JR Ito Line 

Guest rooms: 45 

Western-style Room with Ocean View (28 two-person rooms, 12 three-person rooms, ~39 ㎡ each) 

Western-style Suite with Ocean View (5 four-person rooms, ~77㎡) 

Check-in at 3:00 pm, Check-out at 12:00 pm. 53 parking spots 

Rates: 1 night, 2 meals, ￥29,000 per person (Taxes included) 
 

Hoshino Resorts KAI is Japan’s leading brand of luxury boutique hot spring ryokans. We strive to 

provide our guests a pleasant stay in an authentic Japanese setting, characterized by the charm of traditional 

culture, as well as the paramount of any journey: the local cuisine. 

http://www.hoshinoresorts.com/en/resortsandhotels/kai/anjin.html

